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FWF pinned to cancellation
BY JEN MALCOM

Fairfield University has
pulled the plug on the student
produced Fairfield Wrestling
Federation, and many students
are outraged.
There have been quite a
few injuries and the show was
canceled after concerns about
the safety of the show following a report from the health center, according to James
Finnegan, '02, the show's producer. Ham Channel officials
were away on a conference and
unavailable for comment.
"I don't think it's dangerous, we take precautions," said
Finnegan. "I feel as producer
my responsibility is to outline
the merits of the show. It's not
just about kids getting together
and fighting it's also a teaching
tool on how to use equipment
and gets new people involved
in the Ham Channel."
The cancellation of the
show left much disappointment
at the Ham Channel. There
were many plans for the end of
year including a live show, according to FWF participants.
FWF is the longest running
show in Ham Channel history.
"I find it ironic that a university that has apathy running
rampant decides to cancel a
show that actually garnered a
legitimate response from students and generated a refreshing campus buzz," said Ross
Ajemian '03 and "Kid Dynasti"
from FWF. "But I guess the

Students unhappy
with Ludacris
conceit
BY MIKE THEILE

Photo: FWF Website

Injuries caused during tapings of FWF were involved in the cancellation of the show.
university is content
"I didn't watch it
RESPONSE
with being apathetic
all the time, but from
and indifference to stu- ProducerofFWF time to time I did turn
on cancellation
dent run activities."
it on," said Laura
Page12
"I was initially upOrozco, '04. "It just
set after the cancellaseemed like a few guys
tion of the show, but I
having
fun, beating
EDITORIAL
could see where they
each other up. It's unCensorship vs.
were coming from,
fortunate that it was
from -a liability standcanceled."
Page 12
point, said Finnegan.
Other students
"I'm disappointed they
disagree on the merits
didn't contact anyone involved of the show. "I never watched
in the show about their concerns it, nor would I ever," said Dora
DeNardo, '04. "It is dangerous
before they acted."
University officials could and definitely a liability for the
not be reached for comment on school. I'm amazed it was apthis issue at the time The Mir- proved in the first place."
FWF previously aired on
ror went to press.

the Ham Channel, channel 64,
on Sundays and Wednesdays
from 9:00pm to 10:00pm.
Since the decision was passed
down, the Ham Channel is not
allowed to air any shows or
make any new ones.
"The problem was with
individuals getting hurt, and
what's done is done," said John
Marini, '02. "It would be ridiculous to say that airing old
tapes would be harmful, but
most concerning is how the administration hasn't even attempted to really setde something with them. They just issued a mandate, and that was
it...no more FWF."

The Ludacris concert is
scheduled to be held at Sacred
Heart University on April 12.
But are any Fairfield University
students planning on attending?
At Fairfield University,
students have the opportunity to
attend Sacred Heart's concert
with Ludacris
and American
Hi-Fi at a discounted ticket
price. But, at
Fairfield,
there is a
mixed reaction from stuLUDACRIS
dents on the
F U S A ' s
OPINION
choices of
concerts this
Whyisthereno
year for the
springconcert?
student body.
Page13
Ludacris,
a rising rap
artist in the hip-hop world, does
not seem to be attracting a mass
audience from Fairfield. Some
of the different reasons for students not attending the concert
include location and music
genre. It seems students would
rather see a band play than a
hip-hop star.
"I think the O.A.R. concert
was great," said Tom Hansbury
'04. "It was great to have everyone in the quad, and to have
a band that everyone seemed to
like."
SEE "STUDENTS" ON P.

6

F.U. entrance construction delayed ayear
on on campus," said Douglas
Whiting, associate vice presiConstruction delays have dent for Public Affairs.
"The work that the univercontinued on campus with the
postponement of the relocation sity is doing as well as the Prep
of the tennis courts and con- beginning its large-scale construction of the university's new struction project, we thought
that doing the entrance
entranceway.
and moving the old
The project was
MORE INFO.
tennis courts at this
scheduled to begin
with the construction Theplansfbrprep present time would be
construction
too much for the camof the new tennis
Page3
pus to handle-especourts in front of the
cially with the access
Walsh Athletic Center
after a legal settlement with the roadways into campus."
Following graduation this
university's town neighbors was
approved on Feb. 12, according year, the current tennis courts
to John Fallon, Fairfield would have been torn up to
make way for the main
University's attorney.
"We've decided to defer entranceway that would lead
the project this year principally into the center of campus. Howbecause of the amount of con- ever, the construction has now
struction and renovation going been pushed back until the
BY MIKE PIGNATARO

Spring of 2003.
Director of Athletics Eugene Doris says certain compliance issues complicated the
project financially.
"By in large it's my understanding that it was a financial decision and a decision in
regard to working with the
town," Doris said. "I think everybody wanted to get the
whole project done, but when
the final results started to come
in there were some questions
whether or not we were going
to be in total compliance with
everything-questions with the
boulevard were the major issue."
The extra time will allow
the university to adjust some of
it's original plans, according to
Doris.

Mirror File Photo

The tennis courts will not move for at least a year.
"The project involved a lot and look over the plans again
more [money] than the institu- and seeing whether or not there
tion is ready to put out right are ways to do some things a
now," Doris said. "We're go- little differently than was origiing to have more money to work nally looked at."
with next year-that's more the
SEE "AMOUNT" ON P. 8
issue and being able to go back
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Weissler to lecture
Outstanding Work in Jewish History in
1999 and was a National Jewish Book
Chave Weissler, Ph.D., author, Award finalist.
Weissler was born in Washington,
groudbreaking scholar, and professor of
D.C., in 1947. She
Jewish civilization at
Chave Wiessler.
attended Brandeis
Lehigh University,
University and studwill present two pubied abroad her junior
lic lectures as part of
year at Hebrew Uniher visit to Fairfield
versity in Jerusalem.
University as its 2002
Judaic
Studies
Because the Jewish
Theological Semischolar-in-residence.
nary of America did
Monday, April 22
not accept women at
at 7:30 p.m., Weissler
will speak on "Jewish
the time, she took a
job as a secretary in
Renewal: Revitalizing
Contemporary Amerithe Israeli embassy in
can Judaism." The
Washington, D.C.,
talk will be held in the
where she continued
university's Charles F.
to make use of her
Photo: Public Relations
Hebrew.
Dolan School of BusiWeissler earned a master's degree
ness and will reflect her recent research
into the Jewish renewal movement and in library service from Columbia Unihow it fits into America's spiritual mar- versity in 1970 and received a doctorate
in folklore from the University of Pennketplace.
On Tuesday, April 23 at 2:30 p.m., sylvania in 1982. In 1998, she joined
Weissler will present a second lecture in the factuality at Lehigh University and
Multimedia Room 101 in the library. was promoted to full professor in 1999.
The Carl and Dorothy Bennett CenThe title of this afternoon lecture is
"Voices of the Matriarchs: Prayers of ter for Judaic Studies is under the direcEarly Modern Jewish Women." It will tion of Ellen M. Umansky, Ph.D. The
focus on her 1998 book by the same Weissler lectures are free and open to the
name, which won the Koret Award for public. Reservations are recommended.

PRESS RELEASE

Pep Band to perform
at Quick Center
BY JEN MALCOM

From seven people to 30 members.
From "The Hey Song" to "The Second
Suite". From the arena to the Quick
Center.
The boisterous, face painted, cheering, chanting pep band has miraculously
transformed into a quiet, all-black wearing, concert band, scheduled to take center stage at the Quick Center Monday,
April 15 at 7:30 p.m.
Under the direction of Duane
Melzer, with help from Assistant Band
Director Elizabeth Tucker, Fairfield
University's pep band will perform as a
concert band for the first time in band
history.
"We're developing music programs," said Duane Melzer, director.
"They are open to everyone-students,
faculty, staff, and the community. We're
excited about the editions of our new
ensembles and hope they gain more
popularity," he said.
Prior to the concert band performance, a Trombone Ensemble of four
students will perform.
"It's been a good experience, something new that I hope will be built on in
the future," said Greg Iorio, '04. "We're
really excited about our first concert.
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6:37 p.m. - Laptops were stolen from an unlocked room on the first floor of
Loyola.
7:15 p.m. -Two more laptops were reported stolen, this time on the second
floor of Loyola in a room that was reportedly locked, but found unlocked.
8:30 p.m. - A Playstation 2, DVDs, videos, and a cordless phone were stolen from a townhouse, no sign of forced entry.
Wednesday, April 3rd
8:00 a.m. -A laptop was taken from a Gonzaga room during the night.
Friday, April 5th
2:23 p.m. - Girls reported seeing someone trying to open rooms at 2:00 am.
Security would like to remind students to report suspicious behavior
immediately.
9:00 p.m. - A bathroom sink was torn off the wall in Gonzaga ground floor.
11:30 p.m. - Students were reported throwing things out a window on Loyola
3.
Saturday, April 6th
3:15 a.m. -A hit and run occurred in the townhouses. The student responsible was found intoxicated and registered .225 on a breathalyzer, and
was sent to the hospital.
2:18 p.m. -AT.V. was found smashed in the first floor lounge of Loyola.
Sunday, April 7th
3:20 p.m. - Theft was reported in the town houses of $30, a wallet, and 3
cell phones during a party.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Kristia Janowski, Joshua O'Connell, Bridget Smith

Students are allowed to take one copy
per week as part of their school
subscription.

i

Monday, April 1st
9:15 a.m. - Prep student reported $600 worth of CDs stolen from his car
parked in the prep lot.

Francis Washkuch, Jr.
EDITOR IN CHIEF

James Britton
LAYOUT EDITOR

Duane has been an excellent band director."
The band previous played solely pep
band music at all the home basketball
and football games as well as a few select away games including the MAAC
tournament.
"Concert band developed out of
growth of pep band as a result of members wanting more challenging music
literature," said Melzer.
"I'm very excited that the pep band
is able to show our versatility by playing classical music at a concert," said
Larry Valliere, '03. "Although electric
base is not a traditional classical music
instrument, I enjoy playing this music
as well."
The band will perform "A Copland
Tribute", "Second Suite in F", "Resting
in the Peace of His Hands", "The March
from '1941'", "America the Beautiful",
as well as a famed pep band tune.
The Fairfield pep band has been in
existence for five years. Since the end
of February, the band has been practicing Tuesdays and Thursdays from 7:008:30pm.
Both ensembles are available for
credit, the classes are MU 259 and MU
55. Anyone interested in band is encouraged to call the band office at x3119.

a

j

ASSOCIATED
COLLEGIATE
PRESS

CORRECTIONS
The Mirror strives to report accurately in our stories. However, if you are
aware of any errors, please call editor Frank Washkuch at x6529.
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Laptops stolen from dorm rooms
Security warns against thefts
BY LAURA WALSH

Fairfield is under security alert due
to the reported thefts of five labtops and
one audio system that were stolen from
dorm rooms over Easter Break, according to Mike Lauzon, assistant director
of Security.
In an attempt to warn students and
Photo: Kristia,

If you leave your door open...
to also keep them on the look out, fliers
have been posted in the campus center
and elsewhere to notify students of the
recent string of burglaries.
On April 1 alone, four laptops were

taken from the first and second floors of
Loyola. At 6:37 p.m. April 1, two
laptops were taken from an unlocked
room on the first floor. An hour later, at
7:30 p.m., two others were taken from a
locked room on the second floor of
Loyola. There was, however, no sign of
forced entry. Both of these cases are still
under investigation and may be linked
to each other.
"It's under investigation
and we're looking into several
leads," said Lauzon. "A few
people are being interviewed
because through the card system, we can tell who has been
in and out of the dorm during
those given times."
He would not say whether
or not these people are students
or, even more so, if he believes
the robbers to be Fairfield University residents.
Students hope not. Erik
Lowe '02, lived in a townhouse last year and neither he
nor his housemates locked the
door when they were not
home.
"You don't think something like that could happen,"
said Lowe. "You think of
yourself as being in a community and you can trust the
people who you live with and
near."
Angela DiMartino, a junior, never leaves her room
without locking her door first. "I always
lock my door because I don't want anything stolen," said DiMartino. "Anyone
who doesn't puts themselves at a great
risk of something being stolen."

In one case, however, the student
was actually in the room while his computer was stolen. On April 3, a student
came home at 2:30 a.m. and his laptop
was taken at 8:00 a.m., while he was
sleeping in his Gonzaga dorm room. He
had left the door unlocked for his roommate and woke up to a missing computer.
Similarly, Priscilla Connors '03,
woke up in the middle of the night this
past September to the sound of someone moving in her room in Kostka. "I
woke up and saw somebody in my room,
but I thought it was just my roommate,"
said Connors. "I thought nothing of it
and went back to bed. But when I got
up the next morning, I realized that my
plugs for the computer were unplugged

and it wouldn't turn on properly."
Connors was lucky considering that
in this semester alone there have been
nine reported thefts. In 2001, there were
18 and in 2000, there was a whopping
47 burglaries, the majority of which were
performed by one man.
"We caught the guy last year who
was stealing from the campus center,"
said Lauzon. "He was a Sodexho worker
in Barone and had a girlfriend who lived
in the dorms. She would let him in and
he would steal from the residence halls.
He was responsible for most of those
thefts. It goes to show how just one person can reek havoc here."
Lauzon's advice: keep your doors
locked.

.your laptop will be stolen.

It's construction time...at Fairfield Prep
BY KEITH WHAMOND

Get ready for more campus construction: a new gymnasium, atrium, and
library. But this time, the site is Fairfield
Prep, and the changes will make Prep
an even bigger part of the Fairfield community.
"I think the construction will be a
great thing for Prep," said Matt Kosko,
a Fairfield Prep Junior. "To finally have
our own gym will be great, and to connect the two buildings will be nice for
rainy days," Kosko said.
"Space is, as everyone here knows,
a problem on the campus," said Richard
Magdon, housemaster of Xavier Hall.
"However, with what we have, we think
it's an 'everybody wins' situation."
The new construction will be the
first addition to the campus since the
high school was founded 60 years ago.
Prep held its first classes in McAuliffe
Hall, later moved to Berchman's Hall
and, soon after, Xavier Hall.
The new construction will be completed over the course of the next two to
three years, and will be done in three
phases. First, Berchmans Hall will be
cleared out after Memorial Day weekend, and all classes previously held in
Berchman's will be moved to Xavier
Hall. Then work will begin on fixing-up

the building by installing new carpets,
repainting, and installing a new fire
sprinkler system. This should be completed in time for the new school year in

2002, and construction will continue into
2003. The gym will be a non-spectator
gym, designed to hold practices for Prep
sports teams. It will be located where
Photo: www.prep.fairfleld.edu

Berchman's Hall will soon be connected to Xavier Hall.
September.
The next phase will be the construction of the new gym. The
groundbreaking will be in September of

the satellite dishes are currently housed.
Alumni Hall will still be used for Prep
basketball games.
"I think that's important," said

Magdon. "The facilities at Alumni Hall
are terrific. For a high school kid to play
basketball there, that's a big deal for
him."
The new facilities at Prep are sorely
needed. "We have to have a new gym,"
said John Brennan, the housemaster of
Berchman's Hall and the dean of students. "It's absolutely vital."
Currently, the Prep sports programs
are very reliant on the schedule of the
University. "Let's say it's a rainy day,"
Magdon said. "The baseball team needs
to practice. As it stands now, they have
to check with the University to see if they
can practice in Alumni Hall. If Alumni
Hall is booked, then they just can't practice that day." With the new gym, teams
will now have a place to practice indoors,
no matter what the weather, Magdon
said.
'The University has been very good
to us," Magdon said. "With the new gym,
we hope to take the burden off them
somewhat."
The third phase will connect
Berchmans and Xavier Halls together
with an atrium and a library.
"I'm sorry I'm going to be missing
it," said Michael Fraher, who is a senior
at Prep. "The first addition to Prep in
over 50 years, that's a big deal. We're
excited about it."
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Meningitis shots
now mandatory
lie health hazard. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
Due to last year's outbreak of men- college students living in dormitories
ingitis across Connecticut, which in- have a six times greater chance of concluded two students at Fairfield Univer- tracting the disease than ordinary people.
sity, the state legislature has made a law
"The two students who were diagrequiring all students living in campus nosed with meningitis last year are both
residences to be vaccinated against it.
doing fine," said Cole. "The key to their
The law goes
success was early
Photo: Kristiajanowski
into effect this updetection."
coming fall. ConseConnecticut
quently, all current
State Legislature is
students who are gonot allowing for any
ing to live on camchances when dealpus next year will
ing with a disease
have to get the vacwhose after effects
cination, which ininclude mental recludes residents of
tardation, hearing
the townhouses and
loss, and the loss of
apartments. Accordlimbs. Delicate
ing to Anne Cole of
measures
are
the Health Center,
needed in that
there are 1,080 stusymptoms are so ordents who will need
dinary that they can
to get the vaccinabe confused with
tion. Students who
the common cold.
do not abide by the
"Even though
new law will be unTime for mening
its appears to be anable to receive their room key.
other hassle we have to deal with," said
In response, the Health Center is Greg Batista '05, "it's hard to argue with
sponsoring a vaccination clinic on April a law that aims at protecting the student
24 from 12-4 p.m. No appointment is body as a whole."
necessary and students can charge the
"I received a shot when I went to
$85 fee to their student account if they college because I saw the effects of mendo not wish to bring check, cash, or ingitis on a student at a high school near
credit card.
my home," said Alison Scanlan '02.
Bacterial meningitis is a life threat- "The guy had lost both his legs in a matening disease and is considered a pub- ter of months."

BY SEAN TOOLAN

Berardino will remain Trustee
BY JEN MALCOM

Joe Berardino's resignation from
Arthur Andersen will not affect his status as a member of the Board of Trustees at Fairfield University.
Berardino, who had been with the
Andersen for 30 years, resigned as the
company's worldwide CEO in the midst
of a federal indictment against the company connected to the Enron scandal. He
said he was leaving to prevent the firm's
collapse.
"I felt I had to take this step today
to put an exclamation point behind the
voices of our people... to say we are serious and we are a serious firm that deserves to continue here in the United
States," Berardino told CNN's
Moneyline show after resigning March
27th.
Andersen is facing obstruction of
justice charges for allegedly destroying
papers relating to the collapse of Enron,
which filed for bankruptcy four months
ago in the biggest ever US corporate failure. The case goes to court in Houston
on May 6.
"Nothing has occurred to change
my feelings about Joe Berardino or about
his continuing service on the Fairfield
University Board of Trustees," said University President, Aloysius P. Kelley told
The Mirror in an e-mail. "Of course,
that decision is not mine to make, as
members serve at the pleasure of the
Board itself. Board Chairman Roger
Lynch has told me that Board members
value Joe's contribution as a trustee and
alumnus and look forward to his continuing to be an important member of
its Finance Committee."
Students, however, have mixed feel-

ings on the issue.
"Berardino has provided amazing
support to our school by actively recruiting from our accounting program," said
Eric Kaul, '02, accounting major. "In
this way he has actually put Fairfield
University on the map, he has raised our
accounting program to a level of prestige."
"For a school that tries to promote
high moral standards, I think it's ridiculous that the man linked to one of the
biggest scandals remains on our Board
of Trustees," said Lauren Blanchette,'04.
"He was smart in his decision to step
down because he realized that Paul
Volcker was going to be Andersen saving grace and he didn't want to jeopardize the future of the firm," said Kaul.
"In a lot of cases when things go
bad, the person on top takes the hit," said
Robert Kravet, Assistant Professor of
Accounting. "Berardino may be the
wrong person taking the hit, those directly responsible for the problem should
be taking responsibility. He may be better at helm of Anderson at this point considering his background and concern for
ethical behavior."
After a three-day board meeting,
Andersen Worldwide partners chose
Aldo Cardoso as their new acting chief
executive. Cardoso, 46, joined Andersen
in 1979 and became a partner in 1989.
He faces the big challenge of trying to
keep Andersen operations across the
world afloat.
"His decision to resign his position
was selfless and courageous, representing as it did his concern for thousands
of Andersen employees and for the
company's survival rather than for his
own well-being," said Father Kelley.
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Child Care Summer Help Wanted
Month of August - We are
looking for an energetic and
caring individual that can supervise 2 boys, ages 6 and 9
at our home in Fairfield. The
ideal situation would be 8:303:30 M-F. We do have some
flexibility on the hours. Willing
to pay competitive salary for the
right candidate. If interested
email khughes56@yahoo.com
or call 259-0093
Local Children's Theater group
is looking for someone to create, design and build scenery
for upcoming spring production. Part-time work or internship possiblities ideal for college student.... Please fax resume and cover letter to
(203)319-1927, attn: Jon. or
email EastonDrama@aol.com
Social, nonconformist, professional yet relaxed, creative.
Sound like you? Be the next
Student Brand Manager representing Red Bull on your campus next fall. It just might be
the greatest experience
you'll ever have. Apply at
www.redbullcollege.com

YOUR AD CAN APPEAR HERE!
Call George at 256-6594 for the
latest rates. Reach thousands
with a Mirror classified ad!
.
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Sports Teams - Clubs - Student
Groups Earn $1k-2k with the
easy campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event.
Does not involve credit card
applications. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly,
so call today!
Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
TEACHING POSITIONS available
for certified and uncertified
teachers. We serve hundreds
of public, private and parochial
schools in CT and NY. Over
10,000 place since 1965.
THERE
IS NEVER A
CHARGE UNLESS WE ARE
SUCCESSFUL IN PLACING
YOU, and many of our private
schools pay the fee*. Call us to
discuss your background and
the types of positions for which
you are qualified. Fairfield
Teachers' Agency,
Inc.
Fairfield, CT (203) 333-0611
www.fairfieldteachersagcy.com
You don't have to sell knives to
make money in college. Start/
own your own international
telecommunications company
for minimal investment. Serious/business minded students
only! Call (203) 565-0714 or
visit collegestudentsexcel.com
.aid aisaiO 'lo A ,. >

-

iUuii

flOD 1
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BAR ELEVEN
COLLEGE NIGHT SATURDAYS

adies always in free!
11 Washington St, South Norwalk
(across from sono post office
one block away from train station

11

www.sonobar11.com

sonobaii1$aJaol.com

FURZE 8c ACKLEY
COME TO FURZE & ACKLEY AND TRY
OUR $99 COMPLETE EYEWEAR SPECIAL!
FREE EXAM

EYE EXAMS BY

Bcbe, Dcja Vu,
Nine West, Candies
Norma Kainali,
Cover Girl,
Nicole Miller, I'endi,
Natutica, Nike

* AAA 30% discount
DR. JACQUES MAY, O.D.
CONTACTS
• Disposables in Stock
• Colors in Stock to Try
• Wild Eyes in Stock to Try

Designer Mcns
Polo,
Nautica,
Nike, B & L,
Serengeti,

free in-front-of-store parking

4270 Main St, Bridgeport • 372-4569
(1 mile south of Trumbul! Shopping Park)
•sec optician tor details • We Do Repairs, See Us First!

Fossil,
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No fraternities allowed!
BY PAUL PARISI

Fraternities; most likely the word
evokes an image of Belushi chugging a
bottle of Jack Daniel's while wearing his
"College" sweater in the movie Animal
House. But Greek life can serve as more
then an excuse for a toga party.
Sacred Heart University is a local
Catholic university in which Greek life
plays a major role on campus. The difference is that it not only benefits the
student's social life but reaches out to
help the community through different
services.
However, Fairfield University officials say that students should not expect
to see fraternities and sororities here in
the future.
"Fairfield University made a decision a long time ago to not be a campus
with fraternities or sororities," said Dean
of Students Mark Reed. "But more importantly it conflicts with our mission
statement in terms of who we are as a
university."
Greek-life can be a double-edged
sword. On the outside it exists to create
a more social environment. However, the
obvious result will be the exclusion of
those who do not join, and the conflicts
that may arise between the many different groups. Reed is fearful that Greek
life would build barriers between students at Fairfield. He also feels that
many students making their college decision choose Fairfield because of the
lack of Greek life.
Reed said, "I don't think frats and

sororities are bad, I don't think that community. "I can see the pros and cons
they're great either. They just make more of having it here. One reason many
sense at larger institutions where it's easy schools have it is to build communities.
to become a number."
We have so many services here, CamSurprisingly, most Jesuit universi- pus Ministry along with outreach proties in the country do have Greek life, grams, I think we've done a good job
including Georgetown University the doing all the things Greek life would do."
Nicole Hendrickson is a senior at
oldest Jesuit institution in the country.
At most students do not even know Sacred Heart University. She explained
_
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Rainey herself is still an active Sacred Heart makes sure that each framember of her national sorority. She ternity or sorority does a minimum of
explained that her affiliation did not end 1,000 hours of community service per
at graduation, instead members find lo- semester.
cal chapters and continue to help in the

"Without Greek life, our school
would be missing a lot," Hendrickson
said. "Personally, I don't think I would
join Campus Ministry or a specific group
like that at my school, but I still would
like to do volunteer work. Joining a sorority lets me contribute to the community, but just as important, it gives me
the social atmosphere that I want."
Members of Hendrickson's sorority
go to The Carolyn House in Bridgeport
every weekday and watch children of
mothers learning to speak English. She
says that it makes the volunteer work
even better, since she is doing it with
friends in her sorority.
Hendrickson also said that the sorority is not just service. "It definitely
makes the social aspect of Sacred Heart
better. It would be extremely boring and
uneventful here otherwise; anything
good going on is usually sponsored by
Greek life."
Students at Fairfield seem to be torn
on a topic that isn't often bought up.
"I've been to frat parties down South,
and they are incredible," said Brian
Nimer '02. "We're missing out by not
having Greek life here, but on the other
hand I don't think it would work at a
school like Fairfield. You need the big
campus atmosphere."
Joey Dreyer '02, said, "With all the
problems with housing on campus,
building frat houses would just make
sense, and it sure beats living in Claver
as a junior."
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Students find Sacred Heart concert situation 'Ludacris'
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

Travelling to Sacred Heart also
seems to cause problems with the student body. Although it is only a tenminute ride, some students will not attend the concert because of the location.
"I don't want to see Ludacris, especially if it is at Sacred Heart because it
is a hassle to get there," said Nicole
Schwartz '04. "Maybe if it was here I
would go because it would be so much
easier and accessible."
Fairfield gave tickets to Sacred
Heart to sell to their students for the 112
concert last fall, and now SHU is returning the favor. Fairfield students can buy
tickets to the concert for $18. The problem is that students seem to take issue
with the choice of music for these concerts, and what, if anything, FUSA plans
on doing this semester for their own students.
"FUSA needs to recognize what the
students want to see and bring some
good bands here," said Valerie
Achkhanian '04.
Fairfield is in the midst of planning
a small concert for Friday, April 26 according to FUSA President Joe
Piagentini.
"We are looking to have a small
concert with a local band in the quad on
that Friday," Piagentini said. "We also
want to set up some games and have food
there so more students will attend."
Marissa Lanteri '04, sophomore
class president, said, "We had two great
concerts in the fall which were sponsored
by FUSA. Both were well attended and

successful. This spring we are limited by
our budget constraints but we are in the
midst of planning more fabulous events
for the near future."
Students also feel that Fairfield has
a great staging venue to attract big name
bands. "Why can't we have a concert in
the Arena at Harbor Yard," Colin Torrance '04 said. "If we have the opportunity to use the building, then lets get
some better bands here that students actually want to see."

Last spring, Ben Harper performed
on May Day, a concert which attracted
very few students.
FUSA does not want to take a
chance in wasting money again on a concert if no one is going to attend, according to Piagentini.
Even students from Sacred Heart are
displeased with their own student activities department. Emily Grayson, '04, a
Sacred Heart student, has been disappointed with what her school has done

in the past.
"Any activity at Sacred Heart is a
joke," Grayson said. "Whenever they try
to put something together it always turns
out bad because no one attends."
Still, there are many students who
are excited to see the Ludacris concert
at Sacred Heart on April 12.
'To see Ludacris for this cheap I am
definitely going," Sean Tompkins '03
said. "Where else can you get a deal this
good? Certainly not Ticketmaster."
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Board of Governors meets expectations
BY JOSHUA O'CONNELL

A year after the FUSA Board of
Governors (BOG) was implemented,
students involved with clubs, members
of FUSA and BOG itself feels that BOG
has been an improved greatly.
BOG was the result of a complete
redesign of the Council of Student Organizations (COSO), which provided
funding for clubs. Furthermore, BOG
not only provides funding, but also aims
to create a community within the clubs.
"[BOG] brings attention to clubs
people were unaware of," said Beth Ann
Semeraro '02 of the HAM Channel.
'They can get more members and sponsor their own events."
"[Our club] was able to get more
money to have two campus-wide events
which were huge successes," said Lisa
Whitman '02, president of the Ballroom
Dance Club.
"This was a great learning experience and it can only improve," said Julia
Lundy '04, one of two special interest
governors for the 2001-02 board.
FUSA President-elect Karen
Donoghue said that "it*s 100 percent
better because the process has changed
and has gotten more clubs involved.
One of the major changes from
COSO to BOG was the way funds are

allocated. Previously, clubs went to
COSO at the beginning of the year with
a budget proposal and were allocated
money for the entire year. According to
John Paul Marini '02, co-chairman of
BOG, "out of 100 percent of the
[$22,000] allocated by COSO, only 40
percent was used."

"We were able to satisfy as many as
possible," said Vin Farisello, The
Board's chairman.
With the entire budget being spent
by clubs by April 1 this year, current
BOG leaders, along with the newly
elected, are interested in what FUSA has
in store for budgeting money next year.
Photo: Bridget Smith

The Board of Governors meeting last Sunday.
This year's BOG allocated $25,000,
and Marini said "100 percent was used."
This caused clubs to ask for only what
was necessary, and receive what they
would need at that time.

why weren't you at
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Currently, BOG gets $8.50 per student from FUSA for their organization.
Joseph Piagentini, FUSA president, said
that the budget increase was solely due
to an increase in students on campus and
not due to an increase in how much
money per student they were being allocated.
Piagentini said that he felt that clubs
working with FUSA on programming

and sharing the costs, along with clubs
getting money from other organizations
such as FACE, which can also provide
funding, would be enough.
However, Marini said that "ultimately, we need a minimum of $40,000."
Assuming that FUSA offers its $500 in
programming per weekend night to a
club for an event, it would require 30
partnership events to equal that sum.
And even with a budget increase,
Conway said that the governors will not
make any guarantees that funding will
be available or approved. "The only
guarantee we can make is we'll do the
best we can."
While Donoghue said that she believes the partnerships are a good way
to increase the money accessible to
clubs, she was not against an increase.
"Nothing is set in stone, but we're currently discussing the budget this week
and next week. We decided to meet with
Vin, JP and Caroline," she said. "Once
we discuss that, we will negotiate the
correct increase."
Conway and Donoghue both agree
that much of the future of BOG relies
on the clubs and their activity, because
more people being involved means that
more people will go.
Donoghue said that "Board of Governors doesn't cater to one person's interests, it caters to everyone. Therefore,
by having more money, more people are
going to be involved, and that's the ultimate goal of FUSA."
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Amount of construction
delays new entrance
some of the other projects, it might have
been," Doris said.
For now, the men's and women's
Whiting cites the construction of the
new soccer and lacrosse field and tennis teams will remain playing on the
Fairfield Prep's immediate plan to con- university's current courts for another
nect the school's two academic buildings year.
"It's a little dissapointing, we were
as the major reasons behind the delay.
The relocation of the print shop, looking forward to playing on the new
computing and network services, Human courts and new atmosphere in front of
Resources move to Dolan, the renova- the Athletic Center," said Colin Torrance
'04. "But at the same time,
tion of Loyola Hall for the
we'll get to experience one
Ignation Residential College
SNAPSHOT
more year of people beeping
and the complete renovation of
Construction
their horns and cheering for us
Campion Hall this summer
plans online at
as they drive by."
were also factors in the decifairfieldmirror.com
Krissy Fitzpatrick '03
sion, according to Whiting.
agrees that the situation is dis"There's just too much
going on at once," Whiting said. "Un- appointing but the courts are currently
less something unforeseen should hap- located in a good location on campus.
"I like where we are playing now
pen, the plan would be for completion
of the construction project the Summer because we're in the center of campus
of '03. It's certainly a project the uni- and everyone gets to see us play as they
drive by," Fitzpatrick said.
versity is committed to doing."
Although Whiting cites the delay
First-year head tennis coach Jeff
for practical reasons over financial is- Wyshner says the delay won't affect the
sues, Doris says it was a combination of program at all.
"I'm a little disappointed," Wyshner
the two factors.
"Trying to do it all sounded good, said. "We were getting our hopes up that
but then when your looking at everything the new courts would be done by this
else they are trying to get completed-it May. But certainly a delay of one year
may not have been such a money end is not a significant problem for us bewith this, but in terms of completion of cause the current facility is outstanding."
CONTINUED FROM P.

Photo: Joshua O'Connell

President George W. Bush visited Bridgeport on Tuesday. He
spoke about volunteerism at the Klein Memorial Auditorium.
A number of 1 airfield students attended his speech.
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Life
Let's play ball!
Fairfield's 2nd annual Rock 'N' Jock softball game on April 19
BY LAURA PFEIFER

Move over MTV.
Fairfield
University has taken over
Rock N'Jock.
The second annual Rock
N' Jock softball event in the
history of Fairfield University
is coming to a field near you
on April 19, and this year
promises to be a grand slam
event.
All proceeds are going to
the Make-A-Wish foundation,
a non-profit, non-state funded
organization that grants
"wishes" to children from the
age of four to eighteen with
terminal illnesses.
This year's game hits
close to home; the proceeds
will h e 1 pi", fi v e ^ y ear- old"
Zachary from Norwich,
Connecticut, cousin of grad
assistant Erin Morrelli, to
travel to Walt Disney world.
Starting last year as
another way to help raise
money as a community, the
first annual Rock N' Jock
softball game exceeded
everyone's expectations. With
a goal of $5,000, the event
pulled in $1,000 excess. All
proceeds went to a young girl
whose wish was to go to the
Oscars.
"The event is a fun way
to raise funds, but more
importantly,
to
raise
awareness," said graduate
assistant Chris Biello.
"Especially with Sept. 11 and
all the donations to the
victims' families, many small
organizations have shut down.
The
Make-A-Wish
foundation is non-profit and
non-funded by the state and has a small
staff. Without donations, it cannot
survive."
Participants in the event were hand
picked. Each player was asked to donate
or get donations of up to $50. One of
this year's teams is the gray team,
managed by Jim Fitzpatrick, vice
president of Student Services, and
Jeremy Nappi from Alumni Relations.
The competing black team is managed
by Jeanne DiMuzio from Counseling
Services and John Falzone from the
Operations and Carpentry Department.
Both teams consist of members of
the faculty and administration, alumni,
security, and students that represent the
various organizations on campus, such

as FUSA and IRHG.
"The players are handpicked. It's a
fun aspect on campus and you get to see

items, and items from the team members
themselves. There will also be a queensized couch, donated from Bob's,

This year's teams will try to match the performances of last year's teams which are pictured here.

something that you don't get to see very
often, people who normally wouldn't
interact playing softball together," said
an enthused Biello.
The goal for this year is to raise
$10,000, up from last year's goal of
$5,000. With a Bowl-A-Thon on
Thursday, April 18, scheduled from 9
p.m. until 7 a.m. the following morning,
students are encouraged to go out and
seek donations to help meet this goal.
For those who raise at least $25, a Rock
N' Jock t-shirt will be their reward.
In addition, there will be a Silent
Auction on the bottom level of the
Barone Campus Center on April 19
starting at 11:00 a.m., auctioning off such
items as Yankee tickets, autographed

auctioned off at the game itself.
"Everyone should have a great time
and a lot of fun. At the same time, we
can raise money and awareness for a
great cause and a very special kid," said
Eddie Seavers, '03. "It's just a shame
though, that the gray team is going to
lose."
"Hopefully, in ten years from now,
this event will still be going on. I've
planted the seed, and with people like
Steph Holland, '02, who has been a
tremendous help, the community will
continue to get involved," said Biello.
"This event has no budget. It's just an
event, but it's significant."
The fun starts with a Home Run
Derby at 4:00 p.m. and the game itself

begins at 5:00 p.m., with Zachary
hopefully throwing the first pitch with
his family watching proudly in the
stands. »
Zachary is a very active fiveyear-old boy from Norwich, CT,
living with his parents and two
brothers. He loves to play sports;
basketball and baseball are his
favorites. He enjoys spending
time with his family and loves
being an older brother. He also
enjoys taking care of his family's
cows. Zach has always dreamed
of going to Disney world to "ride
the roller coasters and meet the
characters."
Come out and support Rock
N' Jock and Zachary on April 19.
If you cannot make it out to the
field, the game will be broadcast
on WVOF, 88.5 FM. In the
campus center, there will be
performances by Cross Eyed
Charlie and Awkward Silence
starting at 11 a.m. and the Silent
Auction will be going on
simultaneously.
After the game, there will be
a party at the Levee with a
performance by Seeking Homer.
Here, students, organizations, and
participants will be recognized for
their individual contributions.
A promo video will be airing
on the HAM channel next week,
showing highlights from last
year's game, clips of Zachary, and
giving information on this year's
festivities.
For more information,
contact Erin Morrelli or Chris
Biello at extension 2346 or check
put the website at http://
mypage.campuspipeline.com/
cbiello/rocknjock.html.

Rock 'N' Jock
Itinerary
Thursday, April 18: 9 p.m.-7 a.m.
Bowl-A-Thon at Nutmeg Lanes
Friday, April 19: 11 a.m. -3:30 p.m.
Silent Auction and performances by
Awkward Silence and Cross Eyed
Charlie
4:00 p.m.-4:45 p.m.- Home Run
Derby
5:00 p.m.-2nd Annual Rock N' Jock
Softball game
After game: Party at Levee with a
performance by Seeking Homer
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Alpha Mu Gamma
2002 Inductees
On February 24, 2002 the
Eta Pi chapter of Alpha Mu
Gamma,
the
National
Collegiate Foreign Language
Honor Society, had an induction
for new members of the society
at 7:00 p.m. in the former
faculty Dining Room of Barone
Campus Center. Requirements1
for admission to the honor
society are two grades of "A"
in two college level courses of
the same foreign language, and
an overall cumulative GPA of
3.0 in all college work.
The inductees are:
Spanish
Ryan Amirault
Amanda Bartolotta
Zultan Bermudez
Kylah Bernardo
Devan Boniface
Dorothea Burdick
Michael Caprioti
Lisa Couture
'
Jessica Dillon
Danielle Fashano
Erica Forde
Myriem Hashambhoy
Elizabeth Keenan
Jared Kolka
Anastasia Kydes
Alison MacDonald

Courtney Mulcahy
Bridget Murphy
Hai Nguyen
Marissa Palumbo
Lauren Pizzi
Brian Rio
Kate Santos
Krista Sigurjonsson
Annie Smith
Kevin Sullivan
Andrea Suriano
Jennifer Tan
Angela Weston
French
Gregory Berk
Kelly Comisky
Christopher Dill
Tara Donnelly
Laura Donohue
Allison Dudley
Brian Gosselin
Huy Huynh
Erin McManmon
Kevin O'Donnell
Emily Sweet
German
Rick Briamonte
Alyssa DeSiena
James DiGuglielmo
Nazar Ivaniv
Nicole McGuckian
Karl Muth

The Manor:

Latin
Brian Bierne
Catherine Henry
Edward Seavers
Greek
Kurt Kuechler
Italian
Roberto DeFaveri
Danielle Durso
Vincent Farisello
Andrea Gatti
Sharon Guarascio
Lauren Henault
Catherine Hronis

Stefania Lombardi
Daniela Morena
Marissa Palumbo
Mary Lynn Schettini
Theodore Stevens
Russian
Stephanie Medvigy
Jessica Viner
New Faculty Members
Dr. Nelson Lopez
Prof. Antonio Ortiz
Honorary Member
Dr. Orin Grossman,
Academic Vice President

Alpha Mu
Gamma
Eta Pi Chapter
Officers
President:
Matt Smylie
Vice President:
Martin Dempsey
Secretary/Treasurer:
Jenny Fryer
Faculty Advisor:
Dr. Eileen Wilkinson
Assistant Advisor:
Prof. Angela Tauro

Fairfield remembers yesterday

Yes, we do have a yearbook staff here.
BY MELISSA DIFIORE

The time of year is once again
approaching when school will let out and
the seniors will be graduating. Students
have personal photographs, memories,
and class rings to remember their good
(and
bad)
experiences at
Fairfield
University.
However,
nothing
captivates life
at Fairfield
better than the
university
yearbook, The
Manor.
The
Manor is a
student run
organization
that currently
consists of six people in charge. They
are always recruiting and looking for
new members, so people that are
interested in being creative are
encouraged to come and help put this
book of memories together.
There are many different ways to be
involved with The Manor. Activities
range from photography and writing
articles to editing and helping with the
layout.
"The Manor is a fun way to get
experience and also be involved," said
Laura Pfeifer, '04. Pfeifer is editor of the
senior section.
This year has been a successful one
for The Manor, mainly due to the new
Barone office and because of increased

student participation.
"The Manor has experienced an
influx of new underclass talent that has
been both invigorating and exciting,"
said Jim Fitzpatrick, the yearbook's
advisor.
Even though the staff is dedicated
to producing a
successful
finished product,
they are suffering
from a lack of
senior and junior
participation.
There
are
currently
no

Manor
Yearbook

upperclassmen
serving on the
committee, so it is
difficult for the staff
to know what
matters most to the
graduating students.
"Since I am not
a senior myself, I
don't know if I can
do
justice
to
capturing memories
for them," said
Pfeifer. "I really
encourage people to
come down to the
office and get
involved."

Unfortunately, the senior class is so
busy preparing for graduation, that they
just don't have the time to help out as
much as they would like.
"I would love to join and be
involved with the yearbook, but between
all my extracurricular activities and
internship, there is simply no time," said
Jim Finnegan, '02.
Other students feel that they do not
want to work on the yearbook until their
senior year, because that is when their
efforts will make a difference to their
class.
"I think the yearbook is something
that the seniors will use to remember

their undergraduate education, so that is
why I don't want to interfere," said Zac
Freedman, '05. "However, I will
probably join during my senior year."
If seniors have any ideas or last
minute pictures that they want to send
into The Manor, they should label them
and drop them off in Box A.
Anyone that wants to be involved
should attend The Manor meetings,
which take place on Sundays at 7:00 pm
in their office in Barone Campus Center.
"As an advisor, I definitely see the
potential to produce something special
for the class of 2002," said Fitzpatrick.
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DISHINGit Out
BY RITA VERDIRAME
I'm a little prejudiced, because I
come from a city where there's an
abundance of top-notch restaurants, so
for me it's rare to find a restaurant that
meets my standards. Yes, I know, I'll
eat just about anything you put in front
of me, but every once in awhile it's nice
to go to an upscale place.
Last weekend I went out to eat at
Avellino's. It's an Italian restaurant that
serves typical Italian fare, including
homemade pizzas and desserts. They're
open from 4:30 p.m.to around 9:3010:30 p.m. every day of the week, except
for Mondays.
Before I had my entree, I ordered
their Arugula Salad. It's a sizable salad

that consists of arugula lettuce,
homemade balsamic vinagrette, roasted
red peppers, and large shavings of
Asiago cheese. Another light appetizer
that you may want to start with is the
"Insalata Caprese," which is a dish that
includes large slices of fresh mozzarella
and tomatoes covered with olive oil and
basil. All appetizers range in price from
$4.95 to $6.95.
If you like spicy food, I'd
recommend ordering the Penne
Arrabiata ($8.95), which is penne pasta
coated with very spicy tomato sauce.
Make sure you order a cold glass of
water with this dish. The Linguine con
Gamberi alle Erbe ($13.95) is awesome

This week: Avellino's
if you like shrimp. It's a bed of linguine,
topped with shrimp sauteed in garlic,
olive oil, and fresh herbs.
If you're just in the mood for pizza,
they make everything from plain
mozzarella to specialty pies like the
Vangole Oreganata (topped with clams),
II Broccolo or La Fiorentina (topped with
broccoli or spinach), or the Pizza Rusica
(topped with chicken). The cost of a 12
inch pie varies from $6.50 to $ 10.95, and
for a 16 inch pie, $9.50 to $16.95.
Avellino's is a pretty casual
restaurant. There's no need to get all
dressed up, but I would definitely not
dine there wearing sweats. The dining
area is small and intimate. It's a classy
place to take your date, and you can also
bring your parents here for a nice dining
experience. No reservations are needed.

An added plus is that it's located two
doors down from a bar (Al's Place), so
if you want to eat and then go out and
party with your friends, it's very
convenient.
Note: this restaurant is not
inexpensive. Dinner for two, including
a few drinks, appetizer and entree can
add up to around $50, which is why I
wouldn't go there every night for a bite
to eat. Go there every now and then
when you want to splurge and enjoy
some really good Italian cuisine.

Avellino's
1813 Post Road
(203) 254-2339

Cheers & 'am,
Send in your Cheers & mirror@fairl .fairfield.edu
Boos to the Mirror today! Mail: Box AA

to Mackin running through the
basement door...to Dee..to Lou and his
suave red shirts...to playing trivia with
Steph N... to the our huddle at the Red
Barn (who would you do?)...to six
kegs...to singing in my ear...to times
with my bff Bone...to hangingtmt with
Keefer at the red barn...to HE H-E
party of 4...to Canadians in hot tubs...to
Norm Levenson and Kay...to front row
on fire...to Phase 10...to the Country
Bear Jamboree...to Bob Marley(the
one from ME)...to Crackin' Good...to
"that's a 3"...to THE MOVIE BAR...to
fast pass...to speed pass...to the
captain's log...to the TTAx4...to
offroading in golf carts..to Virg...to 5
t-shirts for $10...to "I just lost my
underwear Martha"...to fettucine
alfredo...to "you're here, i need you
about here"...to 110 mph in SC.to
altoids...to flesh colored midriffs...to
"this ain't a tractorpull, nun"...to Post's
mix tape...to the House of Blues...to the
red hat...to the Triptik...to bathroom
keeys attached to license plates...to
Coosawhatchic.to Allic.to ES
wearing his crown in Denny's...to takin
it down to Chinatown in the
Bahamas...to getting a ride back to FU
in a bread truck...to Katerator Manning
Meister...to seeing hot older guys in
Barone, keep it coming...to Mike P
being the hottest guy I have ever seen
in real life, will you please hook up
with me?...to CaL.to Caitlin...to forties
in paper bags...to long island ice teas
and Irish exchange students...to going
to old people bars and asking for the
college discount...to sit down buffet for
three at 711...to the monorail, passing
the Grand Floridian and arriving at
Epcot Center right on time...to hot @$$
NYPD/FD...to Torch for putting out the
fire at the dupe...to Torch for being the
best...to senior girls finally getting
@$$...to lowering our standards...to
taking a sh*t at the Grape...to "what
up bus"...to Gina becoming a stripper
in B-port...to Stewart's tricks...to hot
dogs...to Steelc.to Bovi not being able
to lie...to Frat being here because he's
nice to look at...to the Maze...to

meeting Chris from the Real World...to
tita...to Brighton...to raspberry stolL.to
bundungadunks...to tampon man, B-por
aight...to Caroline...to "going guido" ir
your red dress...to ev getting a job ir
Ireland...to my first Guinness ever ir
Dublin...to getting old, but being toe
young to rent a car, yay...to ginny anc
the clean floors...to regina and the senior
nursing students, you're finally donc.tc
the drunken smurf...to townhouse 142
next year...to karaoke at Russel's...to the
bombers softball team...to Mens Rugby
beating Holy Cross and BC.to singing
songs at the point...to Drew's choking
story...to scoring first A team trys, Scot
Plescia and Birgc.to Kristen's 21st...tc
Fartman...to dominating...to Donna the
best person on campus...to getting
loud...to the old skool crew, yea!
seniors...to secret shots...to what's up
boyyyy...to 80s music at the
Undertow...to Paula Abdul karaoke
sessions...to creating an unfortunate
house for us not to live in...to staples
way to be a champ...to the only thing
read in the Mirror...to peeps fight with
B-side...to techno-Simpsons night with
Schmem...to Sammy at the V.I...tc
random Montreal excursions...tc
hooking up for the first time
Fairfield...to Amy and Amy...to going
into Black Rock Castle normal anc
leaving dead...to having 251 at the poir
and no cops harassin...to DanDar
TwoTwo...to Roon & G roadtrip #37...tc
Mich being lost for 6 hours...to the
DoubleMint Date Twins...to coloring
book portraits...to cheez its being spelled
as "chaos"...to poopin & pukin in the
woods...to FUx2...to the 20-19 loss...to
thongs...to mee-bola...to anyone who gc
an award (roomie)...to the Holden...tc
mwa, mwa, mwa...to more walkin it anc
less talkin about it...to taking the shirts
off for the raspberry schmirnoff...to
station with no commercials...to m)
fellow bandmates in Crosseyed Charlie
for a rocking set Saturday at the
Levee...to goomy goomy...to getting ou
of the state twice...to 13 hours apart. ..tc
mango chicken...to my 'layoi
b*tches'... to dancing & hanging with
EMs...to the "anti-cheer"...to ENW33f
holla David!!! ...to MEAT NUGGETS..

to roomies who play video games for
days staight...to being only known by
what you do and not who you are...to
snow...to the cross-country team...to
coming down...to the Muffin Man, get
out of here...to a roommate who is trying
to steal all my friends...to the missing
Burberry bathing suit, woo, do you have
it?...to graduating so soon...to a 30 yr old
crack wh*re disowning us...to trading in
his jaguar—for a buu;k...to freshman
girls, learn your place...to boys that play
sex eyes but are afraid to talk to you...to
Pat and his irresistible charm...to Pat and
the girls dup...to sophomore girls ruining
my relationships, you suck...to girls who
go to baseball games, sit behind guy's
girlfriends, and talk about how they are
going to have their babies—you should
probably watch what you say next
time...to the security at the beach and the
no tolerance rule...to Joe for.not drinking,
it's not cool...to men at the Grape over
thirty, we aren't interested...to exbasketball players with STD's (clap
clap)...to people who steal cell
phones...to Matzo...to Mush coming
here...to Alex...to not seeing the girls
from the Dupe in forever...to Kyle...to
anti-tita...to it's 3 a.m., 1 must be
lonely...to the G-Spot...to Galvafreakshow...to badungadunks...to the salt
marsh...to the wall puncher...to
calculus...to 2nd semester senior year...to
losing in softball to the honor society..to
Holy Cross' Boat race team, cheaters...to
"shooting the boot"...to hearing the
choking story over and over and over...to
Skeletor, what a mess...to not being
allowed to buy kegs at 8:02 pm...to
knock in my mirror off again, the grand
am has feelings, you know...to passing
out too much in one weekend...to atara
sweatshirt...to stealing kegs and taps...to
a certain sophomore, just because you've
slept with half the lacrosse team does not
give you the power to kick people out of
their house, you're a joke... to S60 for keg
races, don't you think everyone knows
how much a quarter keg costs?...to your
anal housemate taking away the plates
so no one can use them anymore, you
suck...to calling yourself Barbie, who
does that?...to drunken antics on
Campion stairs...to staples that took 6

^

hours to get...to the WORST beirut
tournament ever organized, 250 dollars?
sadly probably run by business
majors...to being so damn sketchy...to
ex-girlfriends, get over it...to the juggler
not watching tv...to choking in the last
inning...to blackouts (sorry)...to prof's
wanting to fail 2nd semester seniors...to
never going to Mary land...to drama for
no reason...to da DEA...to p-diddy for
being a punk...to losing in the semifinals
of the Beirut Tourney to kids who don't
even go here...to Ethan's tardiness on
submitting cheers and boos...to
rubbernecking...to hangovers in MagicKingdom...to crass consumerism...to
Denny's in NC.to Delaware...to
"Downtown Disney is 1 mile away"...to
blisters...to no median...to doing HW on
spring break...to stale cheetsx2...to
cleaning the pot...to the popeye ride...to
Wolverine impersonators...to kids on
leashes...to rest stop bathrooms...to the
weather being the best the day you
leave...to SC radio stations...to getting
sick on my birthday...people looking at
us in cars...to clogged bronchial
tubes...to being underpaid and
overtired...to fall internships...to the
warm bottled water they sell you in
Canisius...to dressing myself up like a
jack(«;SS for the beirut tourney..to losing
in the first round (twice)... to the
(o-SShole who cheated on me... to the girl
who gives me those weird looks... to the
silver bullet... to losing my cell phone in
a state of drunkeness... to ticking oft
those friends that are always there for
you when you're drunk - NOT COOL!...
to parties with no booze - thanks for
making us pay yet again... to driving and
dancing on flatbeds - SELF CONTROL
PLEASE!... to coming home with
truckers... to people not sending in boos
- what's wrong with you? Aren't you
EVER unhappy?... to Into It not having
multiple lines - all you get is beep beep
beep... to shameless self-promotion... to
people who just don't 'get it'... to being
late to Mass...to losing an hour...to guys
hung up on girls that are all wrong for
them - I'm right here, baby!... to girls
who are hung up on the wrong guys...
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[editorial]

Common sense or
censorship?
Earlier this month the longest-running program
on the Ham Channel, the Fairfield Wrestling Federation, was ordered off the air by members of the
university administration.
Unlike a network-television cancellation in the
corporate world, FWF. was not removed from the air
because of low ratings or a lack of high-profile
advertisers. But according to FWF participants, it was
pulled from the airwaves without any notice because
of its violence that mimics the real-life version of the
"sport."
Whether a fan of professional wrestling or not,
it's easy to understand that such an activity can be
very dangerous for its participants. And considering
that wrestlers were treated for injuries at the university health center, Fairfield University's concern over
liability for such a program filmed on university
property and aired on campus television is very
understandable.
However, the fact that past episodes that are
currently banished from the Ham airwaves remains a
totally different matter. Is it in the best interests of a
high-ranking university to allow students to hurt each
other within its own walls? Certainly not. But is the
removal of past taped episodes from the Ham library
bordering on censorship of a student-created product?
Yes.
More importantly, on a campus where student
apathy is a problem that is addressed in varying ways
every year, a student-produced show should be in
higher regard to those in charge of our education. It's
also not unfair to say that the show's participants
should be at least notified of, if not consulted on,
subject matter that university officials feel is unsuitable for a Jesuit institution.
In the future, The Mirror believes that, while it is
the duty of a university administration to look out for
the best interests of that university's image, it should
also keep in mind the consequences of imposing
censorship on its student media.
The editorial represents the opinion of the
majority of The Mirror Editorial Board.
What is your opinion?
Write to us: mirror@fairl.fairfieid.edu

SIGN ON TO FAIR FIELDS
PAPERLESS NEWSPAPER.

letters to the editor]

FWF dragged off the mat
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to
the disappointing news to many
students that Fairfield has officially forbade the Ham Channel from any further production
of one of its most popular
shows, the Fairfield Wrestling
Federation, or FWF. It has also
forbade the airing of any further episodes of the show, even
the tapes that have already been
made.
As a "wrestler," for the last
two years in FWF, and co-producer for the last 18 months,
this rushed and final decision
is very disappointing to me. I
know this will also be disappointing to the many people
who approach me on this campus to complement me on the
comedy of the story lines, or
quality, or creativity, or even
stupidity of our show. If the
university deemed our show to
be inappropriate for production
because of the risk to studentathletes, I suppose it would be
OK by me. However, I really

wish there was some dialogue,
asking about safety instead of
reading embellished and faux
reports from the internet.
I would be the first to admit to anyone that we get bumps
and bruises, but I don't know a
single guy or girl who's ever
participated in any sport who
doesn't get bumps and bruises.
This is professional-style wrestling, a combination of athletic
ability, and yes, acting. FWF
wrestlers have never performed
a move on the mat that they did
not decide was appropriate for
them. I know this because I
helped chereograph the results
of the matches. The wrestlers
are all my friends, and the last
thing I would want would be for
them to get hurt.''
My point is not that the
school is definitely wrong for
pulling us off the air, but that
the way they did it was very
poorly handled. I wish they had
had definitive dialogue with
those who did the wrestling and
the acting. In these conversations, the administration would

find a core of people who love
wrestling and enjoy each other's
company as well as. producing
a show that has honestly captured the attention of a good
number of students. Although
I am disappointed with the end
we had to have, I want to take
this opportunity to thank anyone who has shown the FWF
support. I truly had a blast participating in FWF, and I thank
everyone who had a role in its
production, especially Rob
Rocco, Jim Finnegan, Ross
Ajeman, Megan Ur and Rob
Mehran. I would also like to
thank profusely everyone in the
crew or studio audiences who
faithfully showed up and took
our crazy show with a grain of
salt and a wry smile. It was one
of the most interesting experiences of my life, and I'll never
forget being an "amateur prowrestler." No bumps or bruises
can cheapen that for me.
Sincerely,
Colin Davis, '03
Two-time FWF Champion

Informal Online Poll:
Clam Jam is a thing of the past... what do you think?
It stinks, but hey, it's just one party.
27%
54%

[www.fairfieldmirror.coml

Log onl^.

This week: Should Fairfield have Frats?
Vote online @ www.FairfieldMirror.com
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mentary
Going idle on the AOL IM
BY ETHAN FRY

The social phenomenon that is
AOL Instant Messenger is bizarre and
unnerving. Never before has there been
— and there probably never will be again
— a software program that harnesses the
oxymoronic convivial ennui of such a
generation as ours. Utilized by so many,
depended upon even, like some sort of
sick narcotic, students every day wake
up to get their fix of humorous away
messages or overdone "SubProfiles."
You really would'have to be living under a rock to be in college and not
know what AOL Instant Messenger is.
Consequentially, I refuse to waste a paragraph explaining it. If you don't understand, then just stop reading. Now.
Perhaps it is a mark of the average student's dependency on AIM that
earlier in the year, when Internet connections in residence halls were not able
to connect to the AIM servers, there was
as close to a student rebellion at this university than there probably ever has
been. People just didn't know what to
do without it - I myself actually had to
blow the dust off my phone and use it!
Pure ludicrity!
Sometimes I try to think what life
was like for people before AIM. In this
age of pinhead sized microchips and
gene therapy, asking such a question is

akin to wondering what life was like for
primitives before the wheel. All that's
missing is a booming recording of Also
Sprach Zarathustra playing in the background.
I don't mean to really bash AIM, I
probably use it as much as anyone. Its
benefits are many and valuable. It certainly cuts down on my phone bill when
I can issue missives to my family members via this splendid program rather
than relying on Ma-Bell. There's also a
certain non-intrusiveness to AIM that
you can't get on a phone. When taking
a nap, the bleating ringing of a phone
waking you up from a pleasant slumber
is offensive and wrath-incurring, half the
time its one of your roommate's odious
acquaintances.
But who can be angry at that splendid bubbly sound when someone IMs
you? "Someone wants to talk to me!" it
screams. "To me!"
OK, so maybe that's a little overboard. But I don't think anyone can
quibble with the fact that AIM is some
sort of Gen X juggernaut, rumbling relentlessly towards complete and utter
global domination like Louie Anderson
staggering towards the donut cart on the
set of "Family Feud." This is a revolution, a paradigm shift of the most epic
proportions, norm-shattering in its significance and scope. And the whole time

nobody is thinking of the children, the
millions of kids left behind in this whole
thing, orphans of the Space Age,
parentless pods debauched at the will of
heartless monsters like Rupert Murdoch
and Alexander Haig, kids who will never
know what it was like before all this, who
will never know what it was like to live
in a society, a community, a civilization!
We are all living in the bad district, as-

sociated with a lower class of people.
We're poor, sniveling guttersnipes preying on one another for sustenance and
well-being, obsessed with neo-capitalistic slogans of "Come and play, come
and play!" all the while forgetting about
any real movement. Oh well, someone
just IMed me, I should really get back to
them...

to AIM

Louie Anderson and Rupert
Murdoch plot their schemes for
global domination on the AIM
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No concert is simply Ludacris
BY LAURA PFEIFER

No spring concert? This is
"Ludacris!" With all the money that
FUSA claims it has and with all the
money that Fairfield has, why should students be deprived of a spring concert?
Wasn't the whole point of 112 in the fall
to bring diversity to the musical palate
because a spring show of equal magnitude would be of a different tune?
Okay, so FUSA made a mistake last
year, it happens. Ben Harper, although
fabulous while touring with Dave, just
did not have enough star power, material, or perhaps talent to front his own
two-hour concert. Duh. That is why he
opens for Dave. But what does last
year's failure have to do with this year's
success?
It seems to me that with all of the
positive feedback received from the 112
concert that FUSA should want to emulate that success again in the spring; it
would just mean more accolades for
them. So FUSA had a hazy sense of
judgment last spring; it happens to the
best of us. If money is not an issue as
Bridget Hennessey claims, why not go
out and find a band? If Sacred Heart
can get Ludacris and American Hi-Fi,
you cannot tell any of the members of

the Fairfield Community that this university cannot get at least one act. Are
we to believe that there are no bands in
FUSA's price range or is it safe to assume that it is really just the issue of
FUSA not being able to find an act that
they like?
But of course the university would
pull something like this. The last weekLudacris will play at Sacred Hea
Fairfield has no plans
for a spring concert

end of the academic year should be a celebration with a huge gift that only Daddy
Warbucks could buy. C'mon FUSA,

open up your wallet. With all of the
strain of various events throughout the
2001 -2002 year, one might begin to think
that the university would be willing to
give the students a weekend to remember. Instead, we will probably get a noname band that only those with ears
tuned in to the beats of the underground
will have heard of. Gee, maybe we can
get treated to Seeking
Homer for the twelfth
time this year.
Great. We get Dogwoods moved to a boat.
Fabulous. So three hundred students on campus
can have a relaxing and
romantic night out. What
about the other 4,700? I
guess as long as the elitist few are happy, that is
all that counts. Wow. A
dance was moved and at
minimal cost. Wonderful. The rest of us will
get a carnival in the quad
with bad karaoke, inedible barbeque food, and a
few cheesy activities.
I'm sorry FUSA, my bad. That more than
makes up for the lack of an on-campus
band. I guess all those years of talented

artists, such as LL Cool J and Wyclef
just cannot compare to the gross failure
that is known as Ben Harper. You are
totally correct in assuming that more students will play in the quad than party at
a concert. How could you read our
minds so well?
I leave you with this thought;
Fairfield is the perfect place to have two
bands on the same stage. Two acts of
varying musical styles is the optimum
situation; stay for what you like and
leave for what you do not. Sacred Heart
thought of it and the standards for being
admitted to school there are below
Fairfield's ... far be it for anyone to take
a chance. I guess that 112 was the farthest that people would go to push the
limits on campus. What was it $30,000?
Oh wait-it will be hard to find someone
for $75,000. You're right FUSA. My
mistake. Let's save, put that money in a
fund, and get a whole bunch of mediocre bands that can come on a Friday night
when only a handful of students will go
and see them. That's an even better idea.
I guess the city lights of Dogwoods have
blinded FUSA. You have had a hard
year. Planning 112 and moving Dogwoods all in the same year. Poor babies.
You just rest on that nice mound of
$75,000.
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When do good dates go bad?
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HE saU
Kevin Estela
Dating is one of the great joys of being single. Being able to take out one girl on Friday night and then another on the next night. However, with all the
different girls and different dates taking place a
good date is no guarantee. Occasionally, a date
will be marred by a mismatch, mishap, and or
misfortune. If you really like her peaches, and you shake
her tree, sometimes you'll get a rotten fruit.
It takes a lot more than a pretty face and a tight bottom to make a date work. You need to have a good rapport with your date. I don't know what is worse; a girl
that makes you do all the talking or one that makes your
ears bleed. You need to be
matched up with someone that will know the right balance of talking and listening. You can tell immediately on
a date if it is going to be hell if this balance isn't established early on, its like sitting through an episode of the
Rosie O'Donnell show.
There are certain things you have no control over on a date. A Bate going wrong is like
a snowball down a hill. You know it is only
going to get worse and it is inevitable that it's
going to be painful. A prime example of this
is getting the runs or constipated on a date.
No need to elaborate any further, you can
imagine the possibilities. Every other mishap is insignificant, except maybe being unable to function from too much boozing.
Nothing kills the mood of a date like a protective roommate. She takes the place of the protective dad from high school you would meet when picking her up. She is more threatening than a dad who
meets you while cleaning his .45 or sharpening his axe.
This girl is around your date at all hours of the day when she
sleeps, when she studies, and when she goes in pair to the bathroom at a party. This is the worst thing that can happen on a
date, getting on the bad side of the roommate and having her
ruin your chances for another date.
The only way to get over a bad date is to get back out there
and date again. Don't let this get you down, keep the faith
cause you'll find someone eventually after many many bad experiences. She'll be worth the pains of constipation, trust me.

SHE saU
Maria DeRuccio
There is nothing worse than a bad date. It's just you
and him and if the date sucks, you have no where to go. I
thought forever about this one and I came up with my "top
three worst date scenarios."
Third on the list has got to be bumping into
an old flame. Nine times out of ten the new
schmuck buying you dinner won't know the other
guy is your ex, but it can cause an incredibly uncomfortable situation for you.
The one sure way to avoid this is to go somewhere
different. Don't go to your recent ex's favorite hangout.
For example, during the Brenda/Dylan years of the best
show ever — 90210 ~ it would have been stupid
for Brenda to take Dean Cain to the Peach Pit
after she and Dylan just broke up. (If you know what I'm talking
about, you get extra points.)
Second on the list is unidentifiable green "shnaz" between the ol' front teeth. Is it broccoli? Is it spinach? Who
really cares, all your date knows is that there will be no
good night kiss for you when he drops you off.
I have no idea if I've ever been caught with the green
"shnaz" between my teeth, although it could explain a
few first dates gone bad. Anyway, a little trick I use is to
always ask for a straw with your drink. When he's not
looking pick that sucker out. Ok, if that's too weird for
you, sneak a pocket mirror in your purse and periodically
check your tooth situation. It's worth it.
The number one most embarrassing thing that could
happen to a girl is most definitely getting her 'girlie girl'
mid-date. Call it what you want, but getting your flow
will make both girl andguy go running. This situation is
undeniably the worst because there is nothing you can
do. Unless, of course, you usually bring a change of
clothes wherever you go.
The solution to this problem is super embarrassing, unfortunately I know this. I think the best way to handle it is to make
some sort of joke out of it. Don't ignore it, because once you
stand up, there's no way he'll be able to ignore it. If the guy
comes to your rescue and runs to the 24-hour CVS, you know
you found a winner.
The best way to avoid the worst date is obvious. Bring
protection. Ah, hem... tampons, of course.

Dolan: Where fun goes to die
BY MICHAEL BOND

Dolan Campus is hardly a campus.
A walk from Dolan to the Main Campus shows us all just how different it is.
Main campus has the Campus Center,
the Quad, and the bulk of the academic
buildings in addition to the library all
within just a few minutes of each other.
Dolan has two buildings really and one
of them sits essentially vacant.
The vibrancy here is Main Campus.
Tour groups don't take the painful walk
to Dolan. It's not a highlight of the
school. Most of the 195 students that live
in Dolan look forward to living on the
Quad or elsewhere year after year. The
deadness combined with a circuitous and
long walk to civilization are the main
reasons for the continued exodus.
The solution to the distance, as the
University sees it, is the infamous shuttle
service. But actually getting the shuttle
when you want or need it has the odds
of about one-in-four. Once on, going
from Dolan to the Campus Center is usually a direct and painless endeavor. However, coming back often you need to

transfer buses at Alumni Hall, and are
subjected to entire campus run sometimes before you actually arrive back

Dolanites have.
It is time that things got better up at
Dolan. A dedicated shuttle should be put

Remember those crazy parties in Dolan? Neither do we.
at Dolan. The lack of a reliable shuttle
contributes heavily to the feeling of
"get me out of here" that most

in place running from Dolan to the Campus Center all day and into the night. This
means that one would wait no longer than

five minutes for it. Complimenting this
would be the installation of "bus stops"
at both the Campus Center and outside
Dolan complete with an awning that
shields students waiting from the elements.
Secondly, use Dolan Commons for
what it is worth. A gigantic vacant unproductive resource could be used to describe it at present. At the very least it
should house a food kiosk for Dolan students and ideally, Dolanites should have
a small cafeteria dedicated to them. Using Dolan Commons for increased
classes, housing, and or food is essential to creating a campus feeling.
A final thought is that there is a tremendous amount of land surrounding
Dolan. If this land were used for another
dorm Dolanites would have some company. A second dorm would also create
a need for a second cafeteria. The university has wisely spent money creating
top-notch facilities on the main campus
and now it is time that it did the same
for the Dolan Campus.
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Save the CD
Get to know "Saves the Day," a band with something new and different
BY PAT TOBIN

Three years ago, I walked into
Newbury Comics, which, despite the
name, only sells like 10 comics. The
rest of the store is made up of CD's, Tshirts and action figures of Jesus. After
meandering around the store for a few
minutes, I noticed the great CD they had
playing over the PA.
I went and asked the employee at
the counter who was responsible for the
music I was hearing. /'It's Saves The
Day," he said. So I obviously went
straight for the "S" rack and picked up
the album, "Through Being Cool." It
was some of the best music I'd ever
heard because it was so different, so hard
to categorize.
Saves The Day is one of those bands
where your friends ask you, "Oh, Saves
The Day? What do they sound like?"
and you can't tell them. "Oh, you'd have
to hear it," you say. The entire album
was intense, fast, loud, emo-punk with
honest, emotionally-exhausting lyrics
that you wouldn't expect from a bunch
of teenagers. But these kids are way
ahead of themselves.
Cut to this past summer. I walk into
Newbury Comics, this time with an
agenda: to pick up Saves The Day's new
album, "Stay What You Are." I'm sure
you've all had that time when your favorite band releases a new album and
you can't get the annoying stickers and
packaging off the CD fast enough. This
was that CD for me. I threw it into my
CD player and waited for track 1 to start.
Already I had noticed the maturelooking album cover. I say mature-looking because the layout for their previous album was set up like a Litde Golden
Book story, with the band showing up
at a party, hilarity ensues.
As I hear the opening for "At Your

Funeral", track
1 on the new album, I realize
that their album
layout isn't the
only thing they
left behind after
switching labels. The loud
energy that
they encompassed so well
on 'Through
Being Cool" is
remarkably absent. At first, I
was a little disappointed, but
I'd be lying if I
told you I don't
like the new direction
the
band has chosen.
It's evident
that the band
has done a lot
of growing up since their last release.
"Stay What You Are" is serious, and a
lot more personal than "Through Being
Cool." This time around, lead singer
Chris Conley relates his experiences
with real problems, such as dealing with
death, and getting older.
In the song "Cars & Calories", he
sings about the problems of anorexia,
and learning to accept yourself, "When
all tomorrow brings/ is a set of broken
wings/ it takes bites/ out of your insides/
until you are just a hollow shell." He
encourages self-appreciation in the song
"This Is Not An Exit" saying "You walk
across the stage/take a bow, hear the applause/and as the curtain falls/just know
you did it all/ the best that you knew
how." There are the obvious songs about

girls and heartbreak, but upon listening
to these songs, you can tell that they
mean every word of it.
Let's not short-change the other
band members. Saves The Day is a fiveman operation, and every man plays his
part. Eben D'Amico's wandering
basslines seem to be the pulse behind the
album, with Ted Alexander and Dave
Soloway providing the interweaving
guitars, and Bryan Newman (who has
since left the band to pursue a college
education) behind the wheel of the
drums.
It's almost like every song is a painting on a giant canvas. Each band member takes a look at it and throws what
they've got onto it. These songs are subdued and mellow, but at the same time

energetic. They're the kind of songs that
gets stuck in your head.
At first listen you may not like the
album, but after playing it a few times,
it will grow on you. My friend Greg,
who is a hard egg to crack, swore off the
album early last semester, christening it
"Crap-rock."
Later in the year, he was asking me
to turn it up. "Stay What You Are" might
not be for all tastes, but it comes highly
recommended from a music junkie. It's
an album that "...rocks harder than any
other CD ever with the exception of the
Tenacious D album, which is an epic in
it's own right" said Dave Grazynski '04.
After reading all this, you might be asking yourself, "What do they sound like?"
You'd have to hear it.

Swords and Shakespeare
BY CHRIS WOOD

Many tend to see Shakespeare as a
stage full of over-the-top acting with
pretentious language and white tights.
Yet Theatre Fairfield's production
of Henry IV Part 1 this spring is low on
tights and big on 15th Century warfare,
where characters must learn the lessons
of leadership, courage and sword-fighting.
The cast and crew of the play, which
opens on April 17, also had to learn these
lessons from special talent-fight and
dance choreographers, as well as the
from their director, Dr. Martha
LoMonaco. The play features about a
dozen sword-fights.

To increase the authenticity of the
perils of battle, fights were designed
under the direction of Dan Burke, a specialist in fight choreography and also
very familiar with Shakespeare's plays.
A session with Burke is less like a
rehearsal and more like boot camp. Cast
and crew do slow-motion push-ups while
belting out an exceptionally adrenalinecharged line from the play: "Hold up thy
head, vile Scot...ONE!..."
With the actors confident in their
stance as warriors and noblemen, the final touch are the tunics, robes and capes
that cover them. Costume designer Hugh
Hanson has given the costumes a real
Robin Hood look from the Dark Ages,
without the white tights.

Wanna play swords? Dan Burke, Alex Pavone, and Chris Wood
practice their skills (1 to r).
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Newsted starts fresh
Metallica's
bassist,
Jason Newsted
makes a
difficult choice
when he leaves
the band
after 15 years
and starts a
new creation
Echobrain.
L-R, Dylan Donkin, Brian Sagrafina and Newsted... two short of a boy band
BY KEVIN NOLAN

Leaving a band after 15 years of
hard work and dedication can't be easy.
Not only because of the experience, but
also for the connection one must feel
with band mates. Jason Newsted, bassist for Metallica for the last 15 years of
his life, made the difficult decision to
leave arguably the biggest band in the
world.
Newsted's departure was at first attributed to physical stress that performing in Metallica had caused him. Months
later, the true reasons for his split soon
filtered out; Newsted was not a writing
force within the Hetfield/Ulrich empire
and Metallica's no side-band policy further limited Newsted's ability to be a musician and not just a bass player. Even
though Newsted continually collabo-

rated with other musicians at his home
studio, the Chophouse, none of these
bands were able to see any public exposure while still in Metallica.
Over a year after his announcement
to leave Metallica, Newsted's new
project is out; Echobrain. The formation
of Echobrain came about in 1995, when
a then teenager named Brian Sagrafena
met Newsted at a Superbowl party. During halftime, a few friends played a drum
set, but it was Sagrafena's playing that
caught Jason's ear. Newsted soon invited
Sagrafena to play at the Chophouse, and
Sagrafena brought his lifelong friend,
singer/guitarist Dylan Donkin. The seeds
for Echobrain were planted.
Even before Newsted and Metallica
split, the Echobrain CD was fully recorded. Those looking for a Metallica
record should get rid of that idea before

putting this disc in. Comparisons to
Newsted's previous band come few and
far between. Rather, the disc brings in a
multitude of influences, and comparisons to Soundgarden, Radiohead, and
Queens of the Stone Age are more appropriate.
Echobrain meanders through styles
and song structures, providing a disc that
cannot be limited to one strict form. The
vocals of Dylan Donkin soar above the
band on songs such as "Keep Me Alive,"
while they are much more subdued on
the following track, "Ghosts."
Metallica's collaboration with the
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra has
opened Newsted's eyes to the use of violins and cellos, most notably on "Ghosts"
and "Adrift."
The album's true gem is
"Suckerpunch" which features the dis-

'Flesh and Blood'
BY MARYN MIKULA

On Tuesday March 26, 2002, The
Lukacs Gallery of Fairfield University
hosted the opening reception for Judith
Page's exhibition, "Flesh and Blood."
The artist has skillfully manipulated the
gallery space to undulate with the tension, mystery and unsettling atmosphere
similar to that of an abandoned murder
scene.
Upon entering the gallery, guests are
initially greeted by the sound of Judith
Page's voice; an audio recording that
includes a narrative, songs, an acoustic
guitar and various accompanying instruments. Through the recording, viewers
learn the details of one woman's relation to the legendary unsolved homicide
of varsity cheerleader, Bonnie Ann
Brown.
Ms. Brown was of the utmost perfection and had beauty worthy of envy.

Regardless, her lifeless body was found
in her car on the university campus. She
had been strangled to death with her bra.
The narrator on the cassette tape reveals
how such an unsolved crime has continued to affect her personal life.
Within the entrance of the gallery,
three framed pieces are hung in a series
on the left wall. All three are 4"x6" photographs that have been coated by a synthetic ooze of two different colors. The
flesh colored coatings appear to cover
the head and shoulders of the assumed
person in each photograph.
Yet, only specific facial features are
allowed to still to peak through. The
black coating fills in the remaining space
and thus provides a dramatic background
to the shapes created by the fleshy glaze.
From left to right, the pieces are titled
Jennie (2002), Dennis (2000) and Jennie
(2001).
Through the archway, the observant

tinctive and flawless playing of Metallica
guitarist Kirk Hammett. What starts off
as a slow, almost plodding number, picks
up right before Hammet's solo, where
he proceeds to take the song and charge
forward with it. Hammet makes this
song the true standout of the entire CD.
The true brilliance of Jason Newsted
and Echobrain is that there are no rules.
Every song has a unique twist to it, making Newsted's remark of the band being
"new music" very true. Those looking
for Metallica should proceed with a bit
of caution and an open mind. Those
looking for something truly new and different than anything out now, Echobrain
just might be your answer.
Echobrain plays at Toad's Place on
May 13 and the Bowery Ballroom in
New York City on May 21.

Judith Page displays her
work at the Lukacs Gallery

viewer takes notice of the small doll arms
protruding from either wall. Each arm
is installed palms-up. The palms of both
hands have been stained red.
Stepping into the gallery's largest
room is most overwhelming. Roughly
five feet from the floor at one and a half
inch intervals, drips of red and orange
'mixed media' travel the length of the
main gallery wall and half of the far gallery wall. It is as if an orderly, articulate, and precise murder had taken place
and the murderer used his artistic discretion to splatter the victim's remains.
In contrast, the wall itself looks as
though it could be bleeding along a linear laceration. Each dribble is textured
by the presence of bubbles, popped or
not, within the media itself. Such an effect gives viewers a sense of frozen immediacy; as if at any moment, these
dribbles could continue to move towards
the floor. The piece is titled "Blood

Music."
Page has created a compelling installation. Despite the eeriness of her
photographs, the disturbance of her doll
hands and the haunting of "Blood Music," viewers and guests remain in the
exhibit. Guests hang onto the lyrics of
the audio recording in search of an answer. Even stranger is finding yourself
singing Judith Page's daunting songs
hours after seeing the show.

Junior/ Senior
Seminar Exhibition
will be the next
exhibit at the
Lukacs Gallery
opening April 23
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Music and Monsters
Ed Harcourt, the new wave of British Pop
BY CHRIS ZEITZ

The next batch of British pop has
ventured to the New World and is markedly superior to some predecessors, despite less fanfare. This should change
however, if Ed Harcourt's talent is
matched by sales of his debut, full-length
album, "Here Be Monsters."
A prolific musician in his twenties,
Harcourt boasts a catalogue numbering
hundreds of songs. "I've got another 400
songs," he said in press material, "I'd say
about a hundred of them are shit. But
wait until you hear the other 300!"
Harcourt's album is primarily a collection of ballads, but with interesting
shifts in narration and focus
complimenting blends of several musical styles. The predominant pace of both
vocals and rhythm is gentle, with evident influence from jazz and blues.
At times the musician sounds like
he's speaking at a near-whisper and seldom raises his tone beyond that of a loud
ci rv r3a;.on This under used technique
aods. -•other limension to the sounds of
the album and makes boisterous singing
far more noticeable.
In the song "God Protect Your
Soul," the artist whispers twice "my
heartache is my mistake" and then elevates his tone to cry, "I need to build a
wall around me!" By changing the nature of his voice, Harcourt switches rapidly from reflection to reaction.
The music jumps to a different level
too, from soothing melody propelled;
mostly by piano to percussion and wind
instruments underscoring his emotive
cry. There is not enough music in the
mainstream which can convey this sort
of power.
With true creativity, Harcourt does
not rest idly on repetitive themes. His
songs can be quite peaceful or equally
as serene, but compelled more by melancholy. The tone of "Wind Through
Trees" is comparable to a breeze fluttering leaves. Yet, the breeze is in fact a
murdered father haunting his assailant,

and if you listen closely the narrative will
haunt you.
"Beneath the Heart of Darkness"
begins with relaxed music for an entire
minute, which is joined by lyrics painting a strange picture of sporadic artillery. By the third minute of the song, a
gradual hard-rock element overtakes the
wistful contemplation of the first part of
the song.
It is both drastic and energetic, as
clearly understandable lyrics are over-

shadowed by strong guitar chords with
a sound reminiscent of a helicopter's vicious blades coming over the listener.
"I'm on a special mission / for us
who have a break /we'll climb the corporate walls," Harcourt pledges in the
song "Shanghai." He then adds the wager that "they'll be yielding when the
castle falls."
"The world is upside down and
birds fly backwards" in "Here Be Monsters." The album title alone is a remark-

ably witty explanation of where the artist is coming from and where he has
been. Cartographers of antiquity would
label far off and unknown lands with
"here be monsters." They did so because
it was not known what perils dwelled
there.
"We'll have a fresh new start"
Harcourt concludes in "Shanghai." The
first step has been made into a brave new
world, the artistry of Ed Harcourt.

Dance ensemble brings the house down
Last Friday, Fairfield's Dance Ensemble produced their most successful
show yet. There was an enthusiastic, sell-out crowd at the Quick Center.
The ensemble consists of 45 members who put together the entire show
from choreographing dances to designing costumes. A great end to the year!

Seniors (I to r) Brianne Mullaney, Mari Roig,
Lil Jehle, Jon Thomas, Wath Swider, Laurie Anglin
and Daniela Morena feel the "Good Vibrations!"
Dancers Adrienne Torman, Lauren Collins, Colleen Grady and Jenn Flynn
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SPORTS
Baseball

Softball

Bouncing back

MAAC honors Sarosy, Santos

The Stags are starting to turn around a
disappointing season by sweeping
Canisius last week in three games to
improve to 11-15 overall and 4-5 in the
MAAC.

Men's Lacrosse
Ups and downs in Colorado

Fairfield scored an important away win
against Denver, 12-11, in double-overtime
before falling to Air Force 8-5. The Stags
are now 2-1 in the GWLL.

Upcoming Events:

Ellen Sarosy and Melissa Santos were
honored by the MAAC with player and
pitcher of the week awards, respectively.
They helped the softball team to a 4-2
overall and 3-1 MAAC record last week.

Women's Lacrosse
Awards for Uhrand Janowitz

With Fairfield rolling to another successful MAAC season, Lauren Uhr and
Monica Janowitz won the MAAC's
respective offensive and defensive player
of the week honors this week. The Stags
are now 3-5 overall and 2-0 in the
MAAC.

Men's Tennis
Split in Buffalo

Thursday, April 11
Softball vs. Hartford, 3 p.m.
Women's tennis @ Siena, 3 p.m.

After losing a tough 5-2 decision to
Niagara on Saturday, the Stags
defeated Canisius 5-2 on Sunday to
complete the team's weekend trip
to Buffalo. Fairfield is now 5-11
overall.

Saturday, April 13
Women's crew @ Knecht Cup, Camden
NJ
Men's tennis vs. Iona, 10 a.m.
Women's lacrosse @ Vermont, 12 p.m.
Men's lacrosse vs. Ohio State, 12 p.m.
Sunday, April 14
Women's crew (a), Villanova Invitational

Women's
Tennis
Defeated Hofstra and Canisus

The women's tennis team
improved to 7-8 overall this
season with wins over Hofstra
and Canisius last week.
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BY ETHAN FRY
With the first days of April warmth
come also baseball's opening day, a rite
of passage for the season that is spring,
and a capitalist orgy of ticket sales, merchandising and television rights.
The business side of baseball is a
busy behemoth that
reaches every facet of the
game, and has recently
struck New York Yankees' fans at Fairfield
University particularly
hard.
Recently, the Yankees launched their own
television channel, the
YES Network, and have
decided to broadcast their
games over this channel.
Previously, most of their
games were aired by
MSG, with some being shown on network television. MSG is owned by
Cablevision. Cablevision is the company where Charles F. Dolah, the man
whose $25 million gift to this university got his name on the school of business, made most of his fortune.
Cablevision (and Dolan, presumably) were logically upset when the
Yankees decided to launch their own
network, and have subsequently refused
to add the YES Network to their cable
system lineups, a move which has re-

suited in Yankee diehards deserting
Cablevision in droves for satellite systems on which the YES Network is available.
But students here at Fairfield don't
have the options of a normal television

consumer. Our channel
lineup, provided by
Cablevision, has an impressive list of good channels,
but unfortunately for Yankees fans does not include
the YES Network. This fact
has produced a lot of consternation on the part of
Fairfield Yankees fans, who
now cannot see television coverage of
nearly the amount of games televised by
MSG in the past.

here is greed and pride. The greed of
George Steinbrenner and his
bildebergeresque actions in pursuing
nothing more than the almighty dollar
in his ownership of the Yankees, combined with the pride of Dolan and
Cablevision in stubbornly refusing to
add the YES Network to their lineups,
have all left the little man behind. The
average Yankee fan is the ultimate loser
in this multi-million dollar pecuniary
tug-of-war.
APK pal Dolan (right) is not a fan of
But is that reSteinbrenner's YES Network
ally any surprise?
All sports, not only
baseball, are now
more of a business
than they ever were
before, the pressure
of the dollar placed
above the fans desires.
So
perhaps
Cablevision will
cave and begin carrying the YES Network, or maybe
some Cablevision
channels will get
rights to some Yanks
games this year. In
But the fact that miserable Yankees this whole sordid story, one thing is for
fans are funny to me is no surprise and a sure: nothing, not even America's
little beside the point. The real matter pasttime, comes without a price.

As a Mets fan, I take a quasi-sadistic pleasure in the agony of Yankees fans,
and this incident is really no exception.
Something tells me that Red Sox fans
here feel the same way. After listening
to the crass, unabated, mindnumbing
braggadocio of Yankees
fans for as long as I can
remember, this whole
drama is, to me, high
comedy.

online this week

life lessons... without the pain.

egrad.com
learn from our mistakes.
Every one of us at eGrad has made quite a few mistakes. We've
botched interviews, run up enormous credit card bills, gotten ripped off
in Tijuana, lived in squalid, overpriced apartments and broken up with
wonderful people for terrible reasons. Hey, one of us even got drunk and
slept through graduation day.
And though we weren't much help to ourselves, we can be a
tremendous help to anyone looking to make a smooth transition out of
college.
We've packed eGrad with tried-and-true advice on dealing with
everything post-college life has to offer, special deals to make the
transition a little easier on the wallet, message boards to exchange tips
and questions with other grads, and a job Hypersearch to connect you
to the perfect position.

www.fairfieldmirror.com

egrad
YOUR GUIDE TO
GRADUATION AND BEYOND
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Stags starting to deKver

Members of Fairfield's pitching staff have started strong this year en route to helping the team to its current 11-15 record.

Photos: Amy Womack

Baseball timthtgarcmmidisappointingseason
BY PAUL HART

What looked like a disappointing
season seems to be turning around for
the Fairfield Men's Baseball team. The
Stags completed the three game sweep
of MAAC conference foe Canisius with
an 11-9 victory on Monday. This came
after the team won both games of a
double header just a day earlier in convincing fashion 30-8 and 4-1.
Head Coach John Slosar said that
the team had to be tough mentally, playing five games in four days. "We're
hanging in there but it's been a tough first
half of the season, and we're trying to

deal with the wins and losses and be
strong in April and May."
The three game winning streak
brings the team's overall record to 1115 and 4-5 in the MAAC conference as
of press time.
"We had to come from behind a
couple of times (against Canisius) arid
we've showed a lot of toughness playing through some adverse conditions
during this four game road trip," Slosar
said. The double header scheduled for
Saturday was postponed to Sunday because of snow, pushing Sunday's game
to Monday and keeping the Stags in
Buffalo for an extra day.

The Stags will have no rest as they
travel to Central Connecticut State University on Tuesday to finish up the road
trip of four games in three days. The
Stags will play at home against Hartford
on Wednesday and then its back to the
road and a three game series against conference opponent Iona for this weekend.
In the three game series against
Canisius, the Stags bats woke up big time
as the offense scored 45 runs while allowing just 18.
Senior players Ryan Bittner and
Matt Ciardelli have been leading the way
for the team. Bittner hit two hpm&runs
and had five runs batted in while

Cruise control
BY MIKE PIGNATARO

The women's lacrosse team has
picked up where they left off last year in
the conference by sweeping Niagara and
Canisius in its first two MAAC games
of the year.
The Stags have now won ten
straight conference games after finishing with a perfect 8-0 league record and
a MAAC Tournament Championship
last year.
After edging Niagara in double
overtime for last year's conference tide,
the Stags routed the Purple Eagles 17-5
on Saturday.
"We didn't really know what to expect from them," said head coach Laura
Brand. "We knew we were confident
and that we could play at that level, but
we didn't know what we were going to
get from them since they took us to
double overtime last year."
Fairfield's more balanced and potent offensive attack this year incited the
Stags to the one-sided romp. "We
thought they were going to be tougher
than they were," said junior midfielder

Megan Main.
After starting the season with six
out of eight games at home, Fairfield
will play its next six games away including this weekend
when the team travels to
Vermont and conference
foe Le Moyne.
"Our
toughest
games have been at
home. I think the team
is prepared and ready to
come out arid fight no
matter where we play,"
Brand said. "Both Vermont and Le Moyne are
doing better than they
have in the past. Le
Moyne looks like it's
going to be our best
competition in the
MAAC."
"Le Moyne has
Caitlin Perry
gotten a lot better,"
Main said. "We are going to have to
play tough like we did against the big
teams we played-like Yale and Boston
College."

Ciardelli had six runs batted in during
the big 30 run offensive explosion and
both players contributed in the other victories against the Griffins.
It turns out that the extra day was
worth the wait for the Fairfield men's
baseball team as the swept both games
of a double header against Canisus on
Sunday including the first game 30-8.
The double header had been scheduled
for Saturday but both games were postponed until Sunday. Sunday's series finale was pushed back to 12 p.m. on
Monday when the Stags will go for the
sweep. :"*:••.
""'■■''

takeanolherMAACtitle

play on Sunday with an 18-3 thrashing
of Canisius. Fairfield was led by senior
midfielder Lauren Uhr, who scored ten
goals in the two games last weekend.
Uhr was named
MAAC Offensive Player
of the Week while freshman goalie Monica
Janowitz was selected as
the MAAC Defensive
Player of the Week after
making 11 saves and posting a 2.00 GAA to pick up
her first two collegiate
wins. .
The Stags have now
improved to 3-5 overall
after a slow start against
their non-conference opponents that were amongst
the better teams in the region, including one-goal
losses to Holy Cross and
Lauren Uhr (17) battle for control vs. BC
Boston College. "We've faced some tough competithink we should lose any MAAC games
this year," said senior defender Calista tion. We played some well respected
teams and we were able to compete with
Corley.
The Stags continued their dominant them," Brand said.
The Stags have dominated conference opponents in the past and remain
confident on their chances against MAAC
teams the rest of this season. "I don't

